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“As a visiting facilitator, I feel honoured to be a witness to the work of 
Conscious Minds Camp and the young leaders of our uncertain future. 
Being in circle with the youth, I felt a greater hope to see the young 
leaders discerning on how we, together can learn and remember the 
sacred teachings of our earth. During camp we were immersed in 
nature with limited digital connection, which allowed us all to listen 
deeply to what our individual path is and how one can contribute to 
respecting our earth and our chosen home as settlers of this land.”

-  Jen Maramba (Art ist ,  Art  Therapist ,  Healer + CMC Mentor)



Conscious Minds Camp (CMC) is a camp by and for youth 
and young adults who want to cultivate healthy and resilient 
communities. It is a response to climate change. To human 
rights abuses. To colonization. It is a collective call for a 
healthy and just world.
 
The third annual camp ran from August 7th to 21st 2016. 
Over the course of the 14 days, we hosted 40 young people 
and 17 mentors/elders. 
 
The purpose of CMC is to provide young people with a space 
to come together and unpack what we don’t like about the 
world we live in, imagine the world we do want to live in, 
and strategize how to get there. But it is so much more.
 
Camp is a powerful experience of imagination and healing. 
Ultimately it’s a place of connection: connecting with other 
people who share a hunger for a different world; connecting 
to the earth that we have been intentionally disconnected 
from; and connecting to ourselves.
 
It is a holistic embrace of our past and our desired future.



After last summer, organizers and former campers formed Conscious Minds Co-operative. While 
still supported by Low Income Families Together and the Center for Social Justice, we are proud 
to say that this year we ran the camp through our very own co-operative.
 
Conscious Minds Co-operative is a support network led by young people cultivating co-operative 
and regenerative living for 7+ future generations, in the face of social-ecological crisis.  
Co-op Objectives include:

1 /     Host educational & networking spaces towards regenerative and co-operative living;
2 /     Support members’ initiatives that emerge from Co-op gatherings, reflect the values and  
         frameworks of the Co-op, and benefit the community at large; and,
3 /     Support Co-op members in the full development of their individual human personality to  
      the maximum available resources and capacities, within reason.

We hope you enjoy this report, and we look forward to building our co-operative and camp with 
you for many years to come. 

A huge thank you to Danel le Jane Tran (www.danel le jane.com) for a l l  our beaut i fu l  photos!



SINCERE CO-OPERATIONAUTHENTIC COMMITMENT

FLUID EVOLUTION HOLISTIC LIVING HUMBLE STEWARDSHIP

PURSUING RESILIENCE HARMONIOUS BALANCE

OUR CO-OP VALUES





CAMP SCHEDULE

The camp schedule was intentionally planned as a fluid narrative 
of experience. For the first two days we got to know each other 
and connect with the specific land we were on. Then, we spent a 
day developing healthy communication skills – an important step 
before tackling heavy topics. On the fourth day we ran a full day 
themed program: Banana Mystery! which led campers through 
the history of the banana trade from multiple perspectives, and 
culminated with an exercise in international negotiating.
 
Next, we delved into our core themes with a full day on Decol-
onization, then Human Rights, then Climate Change Resilience. 
These three days were focused on “What?” “Why?” and “So 
What?” questions of these themes. After a day of rest, we cycled 
through our themes again, this time focused on “Now What?” 
questions of solutions and alternatives. We spent our final days 
focused on bringing our dreams into reality – asking ourselves 
time and again “if this is what we want, then what do we need 
to get there?”



The following schedule outlines one day at camp. Decolonization 
Day #1:
 
8:15am / Breakfast (sweet potato and pumpkin puree with fruit on 
the side)
 
9:30am / Self Defense 
 
10:30am /  Theater of the Oppressed – games to help us understand 
the concept of oppression and what it means to us
 
11:30am / Cognitive Behavioural  Therapy Talk – recognizing the 
connection between thoughts, behaviours, and emotions, and 
learning to be in control of the cycle
 
12:00pm / Lunch (cauliflower soup) + rest time
 
1:30pm / Cycles of Oppression – a group thought experiment 
activity that helps us understand how colonization happens
 
3:30pm / Mine Field Game
 
4:00pm / Storytelling / Decolonization Workshop with Maria 
Montejo
 
6:30pm / Dinner (curry saltfish with cabbage and pan-fried 
dumplings) + free time

EXAMPLE DAY



EXAMPLE WORKSHOPIMAGINING ALTERNATIVE ECONOMIES

This workshop was held in the afternoon of our second 
Decolonization Day (focused on solutions) near the end 
of camp. 

PURPOSE OF THE WORKSHOP: 
To actively imagine more ecological economics. Thinking of different economic models is a step in 
liberating ourselves from a dominant system that sees exploitation as profitable, and is not meeting
our needs. There are alternatives.

WORKSHOP DETAILS:
Facilitators opened the workshop with a discussion on what an economy is, and the importance of 
exchanging goods and services in human society. We started off asking:

Why do we need currency? What currency do we use? What gives it value?
What does this teach us about what our society values?

 
We then broke into three small groups. Each group imagined themselves as a society, and was given 
the task of creating their own currency that reflected their shared values. In the small groups, we asked:

What do you value? What are our community’s values? What’s your community’s name?
What’s your currency? What gives that currency value? And how does it work?
 

The groups then presented who they were and how they exchanged currency. Facilitators then asked 
‘if you all have different currencies, how are you going to inter-trade?’
 
Following the same style of mock-international negotiating used in our full day Banana Mystery 
program, the three communities were given time to strategize:

What do you need that another community has? 
What do you have to offer? How would you like to trade?

 
The groups sent a representative to the middle to deliberate on a trade agreement. 
All participants could interject if they felt misrepresented.



TWO OF THE CURRENCIES WE CREATED:
 
1. Germination

Values: Water, Air, People, Skills, Plants/Food, Seeds, 
Animals, Labour, Nature, Community, Arts, Education, 
Health/Medicine, Information, Infrastructure, Technology, 
Time, Spirituality
 
Currency: Different plant seeds; Information
Fast growing plants are worth less, 
slow growing plants are worth more
 
Seed Currency Considerations:
· Careful land management
· Perishability
· Community gardens and allotments
· Weather + natural disasters
· Seed banks
· Conservation efforts
· Product manufacturing
· Resource harvesting implications + regeneration
· Composting
· Seed tax
· Quality, patience
· Invasion
· Climate

Information Currency Considerations:
· Continual evolution and creativity
· Based on skills and understanding
· Fair valuation – no debt involved
· Skills trading and teaching
· Needs based trade
· Elders are important resources – more personal,     
  better teaching community
· False information
· Internet? Seed mail?
· Language barriers
· Climate barriers
· Skills baseline



2. The Sun Pops

Values: Sharing food, equitable opportunity, education, 
arts and culture, cooperation, community support
 
Currency: Time-based currency supplemented with bartering
 
How the community/currency is governed:
· There are guilds for different skills/knowledges which govern 
  equality and accountability in their trade
· Elders from these guilds make up a Council that governs the 
  community and disputes in open courts
· Taxes are used to pay for the council, education and community   
   infrastructure
· Taxes are taken as time credits, bartered goods, or labour
· There is community resource space and libraries (seed, books,
  stuff)
· There is a removal process for destruction of people and 
  the land – Council decides but with full community vote
· The education system is based in apprenticeships, with core skill 
  teaching in:

· Healthy communication
· Artistic expression
· Emotional intelligence
· Math
· Physics and other sciences
· Reading and writing
· Observation and critical thought
· Spiritual health
· Basic life skills including growing food
· Self-defense



“Camp played a role in mobilizing me to take 
advantage of and focus my time on things that 
I love. A lot of soul work had to be done during 
camp, which helped me gain clarity & perspective 
on what I can do in this very moment to enact the 
changes I want to see in the world.”

“Camp showed me that there is hope. That there 
are solutions and strategies that were/are already 
there, we just need to demand that these strategies 
be implemented and continually practiced :)”

“I really see beauty at camp and I was always inspired 
to draw or dance or sing or talk to others because of 
it. My purpose is still unclear to me, but I feel so much 
closer to figuring it out because of camp. I know what 
I don’t want my life to be: a waste.”

“Thank you so much for another wonderful experience 
at camp this year! Attending camp the first time was 
a life saver, attending for my second year was a life 
changer!! The lessons I have learned I will remember 
forever, and the memories I have made, I will cherish 
always. Will forever love Conscious Minds Camp.”

*2016 camper testimonials taken from our 
anonymous post-camp survey

TESTIMONIALS



There is a need in this world for youth and elders to reconnect; to exchange knowledge 
and stories. We realize that as much as youth are the ones who are driving the future, we 
cannot do this without the support and guidance of our mentors and elders.
 
This year, we organizers invited our personal mentors, elders, and parents to join us and 
share their wisdom. We had elders and presenters present for every day of camp, and any 
camper will tell you just how powerful, healing, and grounding these exchanges were.

ELDERS & MENTORS



Thank you to:
 
Nene Kwasi Kafele – for helping us to thank our ancestors and connect with the earth. We kept your guiding 
questions close throughout camp: What is the meaning of your name? What is your life’s purpose?
 
Jen Maramba – for guiding us to embrace ceremony, appreciate and express gratitude for all of life.
 
Val – for your insights and for the love you pour into your farm, which nourished us.
 
Christine Watts – for teaching us about natural medicines, healing our organizers, and for the loving energy you emit.

Josephine Grey – for reminding us to demand our human rights, understand our history, and pursue our dreams fiercely 
and unapologetically.
 
Julei Busch – for being impeccable. Your grounding was a light when we needed it most.
 
Henry and Joanna – for teaching us by example how to live in abundance with the earth.
 
Maria Montejo – no words can express the power of the lessons you gave us. You taught us that healing the earth starts 
with healing our bodies, and helped us all embrace the darks that comes with the light.
 
M. Cole Cohen – for holding space for us to talk about mental health, gain a deeper understanding of the struggles our 
fellow campers go through, and figure out how to talk about it with each other, our families, and friends.
 
Ellen Silverstein – for helping us to communicate directly and respectfully: making a better world starts with our own 
relationships, and you put us on the right path.
 
Frank Mastinesk – for increasing our financial literacy, encouraging us to save, and for putting up with our constant 
whys?
 
Tanya Chung Tiam Fook – for sharing your knowledge with us on climate change, and for introducing us to climate 
science and adaptation strategies.

Ben Brisbois – for working closely with organizers to come up with our first full day themed camp program: 
Banana Mystery! We are grateful for your dedication, knowledge and creative insights.
 
Bryant Didier – for bringing music to our camp, and leading our jams!
 
Mavis Fernandes and Chris – for opening a safe space for each of us to express our concerns for this world, and also 
celebrate our individuality.  You reminded us to be gentle with ourselves, and to always treat each other with kindness.





Supplies 
4% 

Transportation 
30% 

Health Care 
1% 

Administration 
15% 

Food 
50% 

In Kind - $2,796.00 

Financial 

In-Kind 

Donation Total - $60, 276.90 

Food 
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6% 
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2% 
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Presenters 

12% 

Chef Salary 
12% 

Organizers' Time 
March-August 

25% 

Insurance and Land 
11% 

Magazine Launch 
and Publishing 

4% 

Administration 
2% 

Financial - $16,936.41 FINANCIAL REPORT

The 7 camp organizers contributed 
$43,680 in unpaid time from March 
through August – that’s 2,000+ hours, 
not including the time given by our 
friends who assisted us with this work!





Dear donors,
Your generous support made this camp a reality. 
Thank you for helping us inspire a future generation 
of conscious leaders & changemakers!

Thank you to:

All of our individual donors – you are the backbone of 
our camp! We are so grateful to have networks of such 
caring and supportive people.
 
Low Income Families Together – for continuing to 
support us financially, administratively and 
emotionally as we grow to become our own 
organization.
 
The Center for Social Justice – for being our sponsor 
organization!
 
The Cobourg Scout Reserve – for hosting us once again 
on such beautiful land!

THANK YOU TO ALL OUR DONORS

The corporations (for and non-profit) and government 
agencies that sponsored youth to attend camp:

Low Income Families Together
CUPE Local 3903
Family and Children’s Services of the Waterloo Region
U for Change
CUPE Local 3906
Beverly Hills Jewelers
Armstrong Manor Farm
Arts and Sciences Student Union – University of Toronto
CUPE Local 3907
 
The Co-operatives, Non-Profits, Festivals, and Stores 
that provided us with in kind donations:  

OM Festival
LIFT
Karma Co-op
DUCA Financial
Pine Ridge Nursery




